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The Senator call-connect system 
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There is now a better way to control 5 lines, 10 extensions 
and the efficient running of your office: Senator 



Efficient 

Compact 

Inexpensive 

Stylish 

Facilities 

Internal calling 

External calling 

Incoming calls 

Call holding 

Call transfer 

Call diversion 

Express calling 

Flexibility 

Power Supply 

The Senator call connect key system. which provides up to !:J 
exchange lines and 10 extensions. has distinct advantages 
over existing systems of similar capacity Such facilities as 
single digit press-button intercom, hold/transfer ol calls and 
progcammable diversion of both internal and external calls 
are offered as standard. 

The Senator is operated by a compact, wall mounted centrnl 
unit. which is silent in operation - so there's no need for a 
special equipment room. 

Being far less expensive than existing systems (eg key and 
lamp units) and very simple to install. the Senator is a viable 
proposition for even the most modest of modern businesses. 

The Senator system comes with British Telecom's new 
Ambassador style light weight custom terminals which 
combine the convenience of p1ess-button calling with 
flexibility suitable for a modern office or workshop. The 
handset covers a convenient personal dirnctory and the 
terminal comes in n choice of stone or dark brown. 

Each user can call every other user on the system. 

Special buttons give immediate access to exchange lines, 
and lamp displays next to the buttons indicate line 
availability at a glance. 

Senator has lamps and a buzzer to give visual and audible 
warning o! incoming calls. Each user can switch off their 
own buzzer on selected lines. Extemal bells may also be 
provided 

You can hold an external call at your Senator terminal whilst 
you make another call to an internal or external number. The 
held caller cnnnot overhear your other conversation. 

You can transfer an external caller to any other user on your 
Senator system. 

You can instruct the system to divert your calls to anothe1 
Senator terminal ol your choice. This user can contact you 
and transfer calls back to you if you wish. 

An optional extra; a modified Senator terminal is required. 
By pressing just 2 buttons you can instruct Senator to call 
one of 10 pre-selected numbers. Users store their own 
!;election of numbers and alter them as and when they wish. 

Senator can work as a subsidiary to another private 
exr.hange. lnter-PBX circuits may be provided instead of 
extP.nsions and private wires may replace exchange lines. 

Senator uses your normal 240 volt, 13 amp power supply 
However. if there is a power failure exchange line service is 
still available. 

All the above facilities combine to provide you with 
efficient office communications in a stylish, compact, 
inexpensive business call connect system - Senator 



Call your local Telephone Sales 
Office for details of availability 
of the Senatorcall-connect 
system. The address, 
telephone and telex numbers 
are shown in the preface of 
your Telephone Directory. 

Whilst we do our utmost to 
supply customers with the 
equipment they want, we reseive 
the right to provide e..iuipment 
which does not accord exactly 
with the descriptions and 
illustrations appearing in this 
leaflet. Approved for use with 
telecommunications systems run 
by British Telecommunications in 
accordance with the instructions 
in the Extension Users Guide 
BT approval number 
511000/2-3/C/020943 
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